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Dear Sir

Proposed model definition of family violence

I ref^r to your memorandum of 2 August 2021. The Family Law Committee of the Law
Society formed a working group which included the Manager, Safe at Home at Tasmania
Legal Aid, and a police prosecutor with special fomily violence duties to review the
memorandum and the questions posed in it.

Th working group thought it important to ask at the outset when considering legislative
change, what is the purpose of the change? in this instance it would be to provide uniformity
across jurisdictions (between all states, but also between stale and commonwealth
jurisdictions).

This is important to highlight at the commencement of any such discussion because violence
in families (including physical, verbal and intimidatory behaviour) occurs more broadly than
between intimate partners or past partners. it is seen between siblings, one of whom may be
adult. it is seen between parents and children (noting teenage children are increasingly
perpetrators of violence against a parent, more often than not the mother). Family violence
can occur in the context of elder abuse or abuse of a person with a disability by a family
member, in home carer or professional care giver - in that regard the abuse can occur in a
"home-like*' environment where the person lives

it is thought this inquiry is focussed on the broad family law setting, that is the protection of
children from other fomily members in the Family Lmv AC! context. The protection of
children of a current or fomier marriage/relationship and the protection of parents from each
other and their children in the state family violence jurisdictions. Consideration of youth
justice issues must be given consideration if children are included as a class of potential
perpetrators in family violence legislation.

in broadening the class of potential perpetrators under family violence legislation or
definitions under the Family Law net, attention needs to be paid the resource limits available
to respond to complaints and policy points of view. For example, in situations of elder abuse,
the target of the violence very often wants to retain a relationship and in the case of children
who are violent within the home how does any potential legislative change intersect with the
age of criminal responsibility and again the target of the violence wishing to retain a
relationship with the perpetrator. Council may be interested in consulting the research of Dr
Kate Fitzgibbon, criminologist, of Monash University. Dr Fitzgibbon's research is
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predominantly concerned with young males towards their mothers. The impacts of this
violence is incredibly significant: economic, emotional, physical, property damage,

it is considered whether or not a consistent definition is really that helpful will depend on
what the definition is being used for :

. Criminal charges

. Civil claims

. Rehabilitation and or service criteria

. Family law parenting proceedings or negotiations

. Impact on family law property division proceedings or negotiations.

The working group agreed one of the major problems is not so much the definition of family
violence between jurisdictions, but that the wording of Orders is different between
jurisdictions. This can and does lead to inconsistency in interpreting Orders by police and the
Courts. The difference between criminal offences across borders is also a contributing factor.

g"estio" I Snowl, itIle term till"lily violence' be adjopied consiste"fly werossjwris, lieno"s
to t/, e exc1"$10" of other terms?

Overall, the working group prefers Approach 2. Fear should not be a prerequisite or element.
Coercion and control should be included as one of the core definitions of family violence,

At present the definition would not capture a party who was in an extra-marital relationship
with a perpetrator. So 'relationship' and 'family' needs to be further defined to include such
coupling.

A not intrequent difficulty of this nature arises when an extension to a Family Violence Order
is sought in a different state to where it was originally made. The requisite 'relationship' does
not need to be proven in an extension application, the advantages to the applicant are obvious
in choosing an extension application rather than making a fresh application, With the
increasingly transient nature of people's residence in modem times (moving from state to
state), a standard definition of relationship or inclusive definition, rather than exclusive,
would be more efficient and user-friendly.

The working group consider the Northern Territory Act is on the right track in respect of
broadening a definition of 'relationship'.

Some jurisdictions have Human Rights Acts, which will affect the provisions of any family
violence legislation, in terms of what orders can be made without consent.

g"esti0, , 2 fire there other pote"rinl benefits or risksf developi"g a consistent nation"I
of</i"ino" offamity viole"ce which req"iref"riller consider"lion?

The working group refers to its preliminary observations.

The working group considers the inclusion of children as perpetrators ought not to occur until
the age of criminal responsibility is raised and serious and significant appropriate funding of
services and upskilling of stakeholders has occurred.

In Tasmania, Family Violence Orders made by police, do not require a court to ratify the
provisions in any way. The working group considers that adopting the model in states that
insist in their legislation the matters are brought before a magistrate would add additional
costs and unreasonably burden the Courts.
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gwesfi0" 3 Do y0" $111, re tile 11LRC's co"cer" t/,"t jin exp""dimg tile list of ex"inPIes it is
to be itsswined tl, "t sometl, I"g not Din tire list is denber"rely excluded (i. e. the
list becomes ex/,""stive despite being intended to be "0"-exl, ""srivg) ? ly"so,
how err" this risk be mitigated?

The working group agrees with the ALRC that the focus needs to be not on what is in or out
of the list of examples, but whether the behaviour is abusive.

The general public, including those who are the target of filmily violence, is quite ignorant as
to what constitutes filmily violence. The working group considers having exainples included
in a list is helpful and need not be considered exhaustive. it considers that replacing the word
'violence' with the word 'abuse' may assist in removing the misunderstanding family
violence is limited to physical violence.

In addition to careful wording of such provisions, the relevant ministers in their reading
speeches could Inake it patently clear the list is not intended to be exhaustive

There is a need to be careful about including such examples as threats to remove children
from a parent. The working group understands this is often a manifestation of attempting to
control a party to a relationship, but that situation needs to be distinguished from a reasonable
threat to remove a child if particular conduct continues, for example substance abuse by one
party in a situation where the other party is sober.

Question 4 Additional examples of conduct to those outlined in Appendix A

Question 5

Proposed section I :

. 'family member' should be defined broadly.

. Include "stalking, including cyber-stalking" in the core definitions.

. Example I, include under proposed section 2.

. Example 2, retain in proposed section I.

Are there examples included in the definitions of 'economic ab"se' or
'emotional or psychological abuse' which sho"Id be included at the higher
level under definition of filmily violence?

Proposed Section 2. .

. Subsection (h) commence that subsection as follows "the taking without consent or the
distributing without consent of an intimate. ..."

. All other subsections approved of.

Proposed Seerion 3

The working group agrees it is a sensible and helpful provision.

Meaning dyecono"Iic abuse

The working group would include in the definition the creating of debt in another person's
name who is party to a requisite relationship. it would also include the causing of debt to be
created in another person's name. This is a very significant problem in coercive and
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controlling relationships; speaking of merely coercing a person to sign a contract and other
such examples are not sufficient and do not make the real issue starkly clear.

Meaning dye", orionrr! or psycho/ogicn! abuse

Insert in the preamble to this section, after the word 'torments' the word 'coerces, '.

The working group does not consider threatening to commit suicide or self-harm so as to
tonnent, intimidate or frighten the person to whom the behaviour is directed, is better
included under section 2. It is properly listed under emotional and psychological abuse.

it supports the dot points which include examples from the Queensland Act and recognise it
will cover that conduct which sometimes falls short of the definition of stalking, but is
nonetheless unacceptable. With respect to the last of those examples from the Queensland
Act, it would include 'online or social networking. .,.". It also approves of this subsection
being prescriptive, instead of using the word 'harass',

in regard to driving recklessly, The working group notes the perpetrator is at times a
passenger and acts recklessly by grabbing the brake or stirring wheel or assaulting the driver
while he or she is driving. Such conduct could also be included.

The working group would include specifically keeping someone under surveillance as well as
"cyber stalking". This would make it very clear that keeping a wife under video surveillance
in the home, including covert recording, is included

Yours faithfully

Luke Rheinberger
Executive Director
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